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From a gallon of milk to a complete place makeover. Wal-Mart is the sort of 

shop consumers ( to include myself ) go to purchase all their place goods. 

What we don’t see are the direction facet of the operations. the issues shops.

direction. and executives go through on a day-to-day footing. Wal-Mart has 

several challenges it goes through. from self-inflicting lesions to combating 

rivals for the lowest monetary values and consumer concern. However its 

CEO’s both past and present have set the foundation and way of where Wal-

Mart is to be headed in the twenty-first century. 

With way and orders in-hand. its top executives have developed enterprises 

turn toing Wal-Mart’s biggest issues. including wellness insurance coverage 

and employee compensation bundles aimed at salvaging the company 

money. while taking attention of its employees. With its aimed way. Wal-Mart

is continuously looking for schemes and public dealingss to convey more 

concern. Recently. Wal-Mart came out with two new inducements. one to 

engage more veterans. the other to increase its purchase of American made 

merchandises. 

The issues Wal-Mart faces are many. but it did non do it this far to fall into 

the ruins. with it’s upper direction strategizing into the hereafter the 

foundation was set for old ages to come. Menaces and Challenges Because 

Wal-Mart has been so successful the past decennaries. the menaces and 

challenges it faces seem to be many. From its self-inflicted lesions to the 

day-to-day challenges of its rivals. the conflicts are ongoing. To get down 

with its self-inflicted lesions. Wal-Mart seems to be its ain worst enemy. 
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How many times in the past few old ages have you gone to Wal-Mart merely 

to be disgruntled for non happening what you need. When this happens. Wal-

Mart losingss possible gross revenues. while its rivals get wealthier. Since 

the last recession Wal-Mart has been cutting its staff by making more with 

less ( Dudley. 2013 ) . Because of this clients pay the monetary value. 

literally- we endure longer lines at check-out procedure. no aid when needed

throughout the shop and disorganisation throughout the operation ( Dudley. 

2013 ) . 

If that wasn’t plenty. non merely are the shops being short-handed but the 

shop stock lists continue to stack in the warehouses throughout the state. 

Back in February. Wal-Mart placed last among section and price reduction 

shops in the American Customer Satisfaction Index. the 6th twelvemonth in a

row the company has either tied or taken the last topographic point ( Dudley.

2013 ) . You would believe after a few times coming in last person within the 

organisation would seek to make something to alter it. but six old ages in a 

row seems a spot utmost. At a Feb. 1 assemblage of Wal-Mart directors. U. 

S. Chief Executive Officer Bill Simon said Wal-Mart was “ getting worse” at 

carrying shelves. harmonizing to proceedingss of the meeting obtained by 

Bloomberg News. Simon said “ self-inflicted wounds” were Wal-Mart’s “ 

biggest risk” and that an executive frailty president had been appointed to 

repair the restocking job. harmonizing to the proceedingss ( Dudley. 2013 ) . 

Here we are months after that has happened and the issue has non been 

resolved. Mr. Simon was wholly right. these are self-inflicting lesions that by 

non being addressed do show the company a large hazard. 
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To add to Wal-Mart’s challenges it is confronting and will go on to confront. in

a recent survey for both Wal-Mart and Sam’s Club it was found that in 2008. 

each shop was averaging 343 employees. fast frontward to this twelvemonth

and that norm has dropped drastically to merely 301 employees per shop 

( Dudley. 2013 ) . Yes. the company may be salvaging 1000000s in labour 

cost but its losing one million millions on lost consumer disbursement as 

consequence to its substandard service and public presentation to the 

populace. Switch overing cogwheels to turn to the other menaces Wal-Mart 

faces. 

It is obvious. where of all time you see a Wal-Mart. non excessively far from 

it you will happen a Target. By no secret. everyone knows Target is Wal-

Mart’s biggest concern and rival. they stay seeking to surpass and derive 

more clients on a day-to-day footing. Since the 2008 economic drought many

consumers chose to Wal-Mart. but small by small Target has been taking to 

retrieve and derive more clients. Target is hiking gross revenues by adding 

lower-margin goods and price reductions ; it’s layering more gross revenues 

on top-a formula for success ( Brush. 2011 ) . By adding these points. Target 

lets the consumers know they are serious about deriving their concern. 

In a recent Bloomberg analysis. they compared 150 similar points at Wal-

Mart and Target shops within five stat mis of each other. The comparing 

found Target really has cheaper material than Wal-Mart and the monetary 

value disparity is the greatest in two old ages ( Target. 2012 ) . By doing its 

ain issues and holding a large concern like Target taking for you. Wal-Mart 

will hold to happen a better manner to get by with these issues. A company 

will ever hold issues. and how they solve them and cover with them makes 
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them or interrupt them. Wal-Mart has the success built by its laminitis. but 

how will it cover with its ain in-house issues remains to be seen. 

On the other manus. Target has closed if non surpassed the spread Wal-Mart

had created by its originative manner of enticing the clients in. If Target 

remains on gait. they will construct the spread one time held by Wal-Mart. 

Wal-Mart Twenty-first Century Leadership Former CEO Lee Scott laid out a 

program Wal-Mart has been following during his Twenty-first Century 

Leadership speech back in 2005. During this address he outlined how Wal-

Mart has coped with its challenges and how it will force through into the 

Twenty-first Century. To get down. with the environment ; Wal-Mart is such 

big provider it does take its toll in the environment. 

To turn to this issue. Mr. Scott. outlined his ends for Wal-Mart and how it will 

impact the environment. He labeled them as straightforward and simple ; to 

be supplied 100 per centum by renewable energy. to make zero waste. and 

to sell merchandises that sustain our resources and environment ( Scott. 

2005 ) . Mr. Scott aims to non merely assist the environment but besides use

it every bit good to make more concern. “ Who better than Wal-Mart to do a 

kW of electricity go twice every bit far or a gallon of Diesel take our trucks 

twice the distance? Or three times? 

Who better than Wal-Mart to stretch our energy and material dollars further 

than anyone of all time has? The environment is imploring for the Wal-Mart 

concern theoretical account. And if we do that. everyone will benefit” ( Scott.

2005 ) . By turn toing the environmental issues Wal-Mart had been criticized 

for Mr. Scott non merely addresses the issue but besides makes it clear how 
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Wal-Mart will profit from his. In respects to the shops. the leading plans to 

extinguish at a lower limit of 30 per centum of the energy used by each of 

their shops. By making this the company will salvage money. at the 

same clip go an environmentally friendly concern. Whether they experiment 

with solar panels or new advanced ways. they will go on to prove new ways 

to conserve energy. The following issue direction will take to turn to is “ 

waste” . Harmonizing to Mr. Scott. Wal-Mart can significantly cut down the 

sum of waste traveling to landfills in communities. and cut down costs 

through increased recycling of the staying stuff. To cut down waste Mr. Scott 

proposed. cut downing solid waste from U. S. shops and nines by 25 per 

centum in the following 3 old ages ( Scott. 2005 ) . 

Working with providers to make less boxing overall. increase merchandise 

packaging recycling and addition usage of post-consumer stuff. and 

replacing PVC packaging private trade names with options that are more 

sustainable and reclaimable ( Scott. 2005 ) . By happening better options to 

turn to such issues shows how Mr. Scott is willing to convey new methods to 

better Wal-Marts operations. The following end Mr. Scott laid out was to 

construct around the merchandises that Wal-Mart has to offer. Harmonizing 

to Scott. clients should non hold to do tradeoffs when they purchase 

merchandises at shops. 

They should non necessitate a greater income for entree to seafood. cotton. 

forest or paper merchandises that are safe for household or produced in a 

sustainable manner ( Scott. 2005 ) . In other words he wanted to guarantee 

consumers are able to purchase merchandises at Wal-Mart that they would 
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otherwise non be able to afford at other shops due to high monetary values. 

With this comes a great duty from Wal-Mart. in order to vie and offer quality 

merchandises Wal-Mart will go on to be one of the largest buyers of goods in 

the universe by merchandise sourcing. 

Wal-Mart will guarantee all its providers are in conformity with its ethical 

criterions for its employees or it will discontinue its concern with that 

company ( Scott. 2005 ) . Last. as portion of the Twenty-first Century 

Leadership focal point consisted on health care and rewards. To turn to 

wellness attention. get downing in 2006 wellness attention became more 

low-cost to Wal-mart associates. they introduced a new value option 

program January 1. 2006. with insurance coverage of $ 23 a month and 

childs covered for less than 50 cents per day… . no affair how many kids. 

This program is offered for $ 11 a month. with kids covered for less than 30 

cents per twenty-four hours in some markets. these programs are available 

nationally ( Scott. 2005 ) . In respects to rewards. Wal-Mart Leadership 

seems to give the politically right answer all the clip. In his counsel. Mr. Scott

talks about the battles of the workers but at no clip. does he speak about 

how much Wal-Mart would raise rewards to. Alternatively. he shifts focal 

point to the sum of workers they have and how impracticable a rise would 

look. This couldn’t be more apparent in the recent yearss when Wal-Mart 

elected non to open three shops in Washington D. 

C. since it would hold to pay its employees $ 12. 50 an hr ( Fairchild. 2013 ) . 

Enterprises and Additional Damages As consequence of the CEO’s reference 

to Wal-Mart employees. subsequently on that twelvemonth the board held a 
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“ Board of Directors Retreat FY06” where they met up to turn to some of 

these issues. During this retreat they concentrated on how to reexamine. 

reference. and polish Wal-marts benefits scheme. To get down they broke 

down the reappraisal procedure in three classs. dwelling of cost tendencies. 

Associate satisfaction. and public repute ( Board. 2006 ) . 

Between 2002 to 2005. benefits costs grew significantly faster than gross 

revenues. lifting from 1. 5 per centum of gross revenues to 1. 9 per centum. 

Benefits spend grew from $ 2. 8 billion to $ 4. 2 billion during this period. at 

a rate of 15 per centum per twelvemonth. Endeavoring to keep benefits 

costs as a per centum of gross revenues changeless is critical for Wal-Mart’s 

long-run economic success ( Board. 2006 ) . In other words. Wal-Mart began 

counterbalancing its employee’s a batch more than in the yesteryear and 

they are experiencing it. Wal-Mart besides felt the fiscal loss in other 

countries. health care ( $ 1. 5 billion ) grew by 19 per centum. paid clip off 

( $ 1. 

4 billion ) grew by 14 per centum. and the net income sharing and 401 ( K ) 

plan ( $ 740 million ) grew by 13 per centum. ( Over the period. the domestic

Associate base grew at 5 per centum and domestic gross revenues grew at 

11 percent. ) Increased use of medical services. which grew by 10 per 

centum per twelvemonth. was the primary driver of the rapid growing in 

health care costs ( Board. 2006 ) . Equally far as Associate satisfaction. a 

bulk of Associates are satisfied with their overall benefits bundle. but 

expressed important resistance to most traditional cost-control levers. 
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For case. Associates strongly oppose higher deductibles or bounds to their 

pick of suppliers ( Board. 2006 ) . Satisfaction varies significantly. 

nevertheless. by benefit and by section of Associate. making an chance to 

rebalance the benefits portfolio to better satisfaction while cut downing 

costs. Eventhough a bulk of associates are pleased by the company benefits.

I found interesting how the board is seeking to rock off from the pecuniary 

compensation. It is deserving observing. that overall benefits merely play a 

little function in pulling Associates to Wal-Mart and in maintaining Associates

satisfied while at Wal-Mart. 

Harmonizing to the board the benefits offering played a cardinal function in 

pulling merely 3 per centum of its Associates ( Board. 2006 ) . Furthermore. 

satisfaction with benefits does non correlate with satisfaction with Wal-Mart. 

A assortment of factors particularly Associates’ interactions with direction – 

are more of import ( Board. 2006 ) . I truly do no concur with that. because if 

the employees were so grateful. why the large alterations needed prior to 

2002. Equally far as public repute. Wal-Mart has been receiver of rough 

unfavorable judgment. non merely by its former employees. but besides 

employees. and their harshest critics ; the brotherhoods. 

But so once more. Wal-Mart can’t complain when the cogent evidence is at 

that place. on norm. associates spend 8 per centum of their income on 

wellness attention ( premiums plus deductibles plus out-of-pocket 

disbursals ) for themselves and their households. about twice the national 

norm ( Board. 2006 ) . To do affairs worse. harmonizing to the board. Wal-

Mart has a important per centum of associates and their kids on public aid. 

As consequence of all these issues. the board took an aggressive attack to 
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all these issues and came up with two proposed alterations urging that Wal-

Mart implement the nine limited-risk enterprises and five bold stairss. 

Harmonizing to the board if Wal-Mart applies these alterations benefits costs 

are modeled to be at or below 1. 9 per centum of gross revenues ( i. e. . 

degree as of FY 2005 ) in 2011. Associates will hold a more generous 

wellness attention benefit with an HSA to cover first-dollar disbursals. greater

protection against medical hazard. and the ability to roll up wealth in their 

HSAs ( Board. 2006 ) . And in conclusion. by supplying Associates more low-

cost wellness coverage and reacting to concerns about Wal-Mart’s 

Medicaid/SCHIP registration. they will hold addressed the critics’ most 

powerful statements ( Board. 2006 ) . 

Two Recent Wal-Mart Enterprises Back in January of this twelvemonth Bill 

Simon. President and CEO of Wal-Mart announce two enterprises that left 

many with plenty to state. the first inaugural focal points on seting returning 

veterans to work. with a promise to engage 100. 000 veterans over the 

following five old ages. every bit good as a push to increase the dollar sum of

American-made merchandises the house purchases by $ 50 billion over 10 

old ages. From a strategic and PR perspective both these enterprises will 

assist Wal-Mart. With two wars dwindling down. each twenty-four hours there

are more and more veterans in desperate demand of a occupation. 

Yes. veterans would merely do up four per centum of the hired work force in 

Wal-Mart ( Matthews. 2013 ) . but it’s better than making nil. During his 

intelligence conference. Mr. Simon addressed the demand to assist veterans.

and the qualities that make us great employees. If that’s the instance so 
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possibly he should hold announced an addition in the sum of engaging on a 

annual footing. Reason I say this. if Mr. Simon was serious about seting a 

dent into the veterans unemployment. Wal-Mart would hold to increase its 

one-year hiring of veterans to 65. 000. or 325. 000 over five old ages. and 

trust other employers in the U. S. 

follow similar hiring policies ( Matthews. 2013 ) . The other enterprise 

addressed by the CEO was a push to increase the dollar sum of American-

made merchandises the house purchases by $ 50 billion over 10 old ages 

( Matthews. 2013 ) . Initially this seems like a large committment. but when 

you talk about one of the biggest retail merchants in the universe it may non

be every bit good as it sounds. Yes. every small aid. but what it truly means 

is. based on Wal-Mart’s 2012 one-year study by assuring to purchase $ 5 

billion more each twelvemonth in U. S. sourced merchandises. Wal-Mart is 

assuring to pass merely tierce of its one-year new disbursement on U. 

S. -sourced merchandises ( Matthews. 2013 ) . With the type of sourcing Wal-

Mart does. and the sum of money it brings in. this is really minimum. 

Although this inaugural seems to be a good scheme. it seems more of a PR 

scheme in order to convey to Americans. merely how Wal-Mart is lending 

into reconstructing our economic system and do the consumer want to pass 

more at Wal-Mart. Social Challenges Social challenges come in the signifier 

of many issues Wal-Mart is presently confronting. to get down harmonizing 

to Bonini companies such as Wal-Mart have ever had a contract with society.

The contract non merely embraces stakeholders but besides Such as 

consumers. employees. regulators. and stockholders but besides 
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progressively a broader set of stakeholders such as the communities where 

companies operate the media. faculty members. and the non-profit sector 

( Bonini. 2009 ) . Partss of this contract root from Torahs and ordinances and 

any misdemeanors within this contract constitute legal branchings. 

Additionally. any misdemeanors may besides do a serious injury to a 

company’s repute every bit good as consumer demand. With so much at 

interest there is a lifting tide of outlooks among stakeholders about the 

societal function of concern ( Bonini. 2009 ) . 

Such as consumers. employees. regulators. and stockholders but besides 

progressively a broader set of stakeholders such as the communities where 

companies operate the media. faculty members. and the non-profit sector. 

Partss of this contract root from Torahs and ordinances and any 

misdemeanors within this contract constitute legal branchings. Additionally 

any misdemeanors may besides do a serious injury to a company’s repute 

every bit good as consumer demand. With so much at interest there is a 

lifting tide of outlooks among stakeholders about the societal function of 

concern ( Bonini. 2009 ) . 

To turn to the societal challenge issues such as privateness. fleshiness. 

offshoring. and safety of pharmaceutical merchandises can change a 

company’s land regulations. and the fiscal and reputational impact of 

botching these issues can be immense ( Bonini. 2009 ) . In order to turn to 

these issues the organisational construction along with internal 

communications. and development of accomplishments. hiring of diplomats. 

and societal development experts is much needed. Issues Evident: 2003 

Case Study During the 2003 instance survey. some of the issues now 
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confronting Wal-Mart began looming. The instance survey dressed ores on 

the constitution. development. and success of Wal-Mart. 

It emphasizes clip after clip how good Wal-Mart is making. Yes. it addresses 

the rules Sam Walton founded the shop on but it began demoing how Wal-

Mart has been concentrating on doing gross at all costs. Case in point. when 

David Glass took over as CEO for Wal-Mart its gross grew from $ 20 billion to 

more than $ 200 million between 1988 and 2000 ( Ghemawat. p. 4 ) . The 

survey did touch on how Sam Walton had desired to buy its goods from 

American dirt. nevertheless due to its enlargement. and the absence of Mr. 

Walton. that took a back place. Alternatively Wal-Mart rapidly became good 

known for its offshore operations. 

This was non a good thing at all. regardless of the facts of its providers Wal-

Mart continued to carry on concern with some of these providers. As 

consequence of this. the populace and critics became more critical of Wal-

Mart. During an on-line canvass conducted by an militant group online. Wal-

Mart was overpoweringly voted as the “ Sweatshop retail merchant of 2003” 

( Ghemawat. p. 8 ) . In respects to its compensation programs. the survey 

does speak about possible issues since Wal-Mart’s rivals had come out with 

better programs. Equally far as its rewards it clearly showed how Wal-Mart 

was underpaying its employees by lodging to the bare legal demands. 

Not merely that. even though Mr. Walton insisted that the most of import 

ingredient in Wal-Mart’s success was the manner it treated its “ associates. ”

Many of his people policies and patterns become institutionalized over clip: 

sharing public presentation information with associates. beging their 
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thoughts. offering them inducements and net income sharing. and keeping 

an unfastened door policy ( Ghemawat. p. 12 ) . This lone shows how this 

organisation may be portraying its founder’s tradition and desire to the 

populace but turning about and making otherwise behind closed doors. 

During the survey. it addresses how Wal-Mart critics have criticized Wal-Mart

for holding their employee wages both parttime and full clip acquiring paid 

much lower than its rivals and national norm on wages ( Ghemawat. p. 12 ) . 

Last during the decision of the survey. Wal-Marts hereafter and enlargement 

was coverered. it was estimated that between 2003 and 2008 Wal-Mart 

would try to open over 1. 000 shops countrywide ( Ghemawat. p. 16 ) . This 

alone. shows merely how much concern was dining for Wal-Mart. and how it 

was looking to spread out despite all the unfavorable judgment. Decision 

Through the old ages Wal-Mart has become a family name responsible for 

supplying goods for the place and anything else you can believe of. Sam 

Walton. took his concern from really humbling beginnings to a billion dollar 

doing machine. His company may hold issues but with continue betterments 

it will develop into an international human dynamo. non merely ill-famed for 

sweatshops. and underpaying its employees. During 2003 Wal-Mart put out a

instance survey that concentrated around its development and enlargement 

throughout the twelvemonth. During this survey. many issues addressed. but

small suggestions were suggested for betterment. 

It made it seem like the sky was the bound for Wal-Mart. and throughout the 

survey it made suggestions on how Wal-Mart could and would develop 

through the old ages. However. in 2005 when it’s CEO-Lee Scott released 
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counsel in respects to altering Wal-Mart’s way. non merely did he convey up 

all the issues Wal-Mart was confronting. but he presented the new counsel 

and way he wanted the company headed in. During the undermentioned 

twelvemonth Wal-Mart held the “ Board of Directors Retreat FY06” where 

they met up to turn to some of these issues. 

Had it non been for Lee Scott or these suggestions during the retreat Wal-

Mart may hold non gotten every bit far as they now have. As the old ages. 

leading. and methods alteration. it has become obvious that Wal-Mart is here

to remain. Regardless of their in-house issues. self-inflicted lesions. societal 

issues. and it’s ne’er stoping competitions with its rivals and critics. Wal-Mart

is poised to stay on top of its rivals and one of the best retail merchants in 

the universe for old ages to come. With a strong laminitis and superb 

direction executives. Wal-Mart does non look to be decelerating down a spot.
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